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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2206-“That’s right, Master!” the Elven Princess 
replied with a nod. 

“Then what are your plans next?” 

This question stumped the Elven Princess. 

She had no idea how to answer. 

The plan in her heart was, of course, to go home. 

The Spirit Cage was too dangerous. 

She sneaked out to go to The Spirit Cage to have fun, but she did not expect 
to encounter a series of dangers when she first came here. 

Then, she was being auctioned off like a commodity. 

However, the human man in front of her had spent 250 billion L Dollars to buy 
them. Hence, would he really let them go? 

The Elven Princess had no idea. 

“Master, are you going to let us go?” the Elven Princess asked cautiously with 
some expectation. 

“Yeah! I bought you not because I wanted to be your master, nor did I want to 
keep you by my side as my slaves to serve me. I just felt sorry for you, so I 
decided to help you while I was at it. That’s all.” 

“Thank you, Master! Don’t worry, when I go back, I will return double the 
money to you,” the Elven Princess bowed to David and thanked him. 

The other four Elf women followed the Elven Princess and bowed to David. 

“Thank you, Master!” 

At the same time, they started crying tears of joy. 

While being taken captive by Black Fox, they experienced despair like never 
before. 



They could not even speak and they thought they would stay in The Spirit 
Cage forever with the princess. 

Unexpectedly, things had turned around now. 

This human was willing to let them go after buying them. 

“No need! Money isn’t of much use to me, so just treat it as a good deed! It’s 
just that I’m a little worried now. Are you sure you can go back? Make sure 
you don’t get caught again after going out. No one will save you again. I’m 
sure you must know that the value of the Elf women is very high. In the face of 
such a huge benefit, it will be difficult for someone else to be as indifferent as 
me,” David said with a slight frown. 

That was exactly what he was worried about. 

What if they were recaptured again after David just bought them? 

Wouldn’t it be like entering a tiger’s mouth after escaping from a wolf’s den? 

The Elven Princess and her four servants were also stunned. 

What the other party said made sense. 

If they leave now, they would be captured by those greedy humans before 
they could find their way back. 

Then, would anyone else save them as this person did? 

Perhaps there would not be such an opportunity again. 

So what should they do? 

“Master, where is this place?” the Elven Princess asked. 

“This is Sole, a second-tier city.” 

“Is it far from Amber City?” the Elven Princess continued to ask. 

They entered The Spirit Cage from Amber City, and only from the descending 
point of Amber City could they return to Leila. 



Amber City was the base camp of the Elves where a lot of powerful Elves 
were. 

Therefore, they would be safe if they got there. 

In Amber City, no one dared to attack the Elves privately. 

David was also stumped. 

He just came to The Spirit Cage and had never heard of Amber City. So, how 
would he know if it was far or not? 

So, he could only let Beanie answer this question. 

“Ms. Nacht, please tell them whether this place is far from Amber City.” 

When Beanie heard the words Amber City, her body trembled slightly and she 
looked at the Elven Princess in disbelief. 

As the head of the Nacht family at The Spirit Cage, she had been in The Spirit 
Cage for many years. 

So, of course, she had heard of the famous Amber City. 

That was one of the eight main cities in The Spirit Cage, a place where big 
forces and powerhouses gathered. 

 


